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1. Introduction 

1.1 Executive Summary  

The Loud was engineered to be the slimmer and more protective solution 

for iPhone cases, with the added functionality of a sound amplifier. We 

priced our case using information from the real world, thoroughly analyzing 

its potential effectiveness in a real market. Through our research we 

discovered the lack of phone case manufacturers in the VEI virtual market. 

Leaping on this opportunity we have created 4 variations of our case for 

IPhone 5S, 5c, 6, and 6+ in 7 different colors. We took out a $56,000 loan 

and at current rates will have it paid in full in 5 years or less. The Loud targets 

and appeals to adolescents and young adults, and with the lack of 

competition can appeal to anyone in the virtual market looking for an 

iPhone case. Our cases provide outstanding protection and visual appeal, 

while also allowing people to better hear their phone whether it be in the 

form of music, alarms, or video. 

1.2 Company Description 

The Loud was founded September 9, 2014 by Samuel Mobley and Wyatt 

Kohler in Thousand Oaks California. It was created as the sleek, smarter, and 

louder alternative to the conventional phone cases very commonly found in the 

market today. We decided that not only did we want our designs to be a more 

aesthetically pleasing, but also to have the added functionality of amplifying 

sound. A small 1/4th inch sound catcher takes the noise from the phone and 

redirects it to the user. This enhancement coupled with design innovation 

addresses many of the problems most people have with phone cases and their 

phones. Since then we’ve created designs for the iPhone 5S, 5C, 6, and 6 Plus. 

 

1.3 Mission Statement 

At The Loud we are constantly working to create the best possible phone case 

designs and products for the world. Before our company was founded, we 

discovered that most cases were clunky, unappealing, and detracted from 
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phone aesthetic. We engineered a sleek case with a unique architecture that 

projects sound towards you rather than away, offering protection, style, and 

functionality. 

2. Management Functions 

2.1 Planning 

 Before all else The Loud has to be run efficiently, and each department 

has its own sets of goals to help accomplish this. There are overarching goals 

such as; maintaining and adapting the website, providing the best customer 

service and company atmosphere we can, creating a positive company 

image, and tracking and increasing sales. These fundamental goals can be 

mastered with exceptional employees, clear organization, and communication. 

Before hiring anyone all potential employees receive an in depth 

background check, assuring they are reputable and will be useful to the 

company. They are then interviewed by the HR manager and CEO, from this we 

can begin to understand their ethic and personality. By the time this new 

employee has passed every step we are confident they are ready to help 

contribute to the company.  

When designing the company hierarchy it was decided that a simple 

chain of command would be best: CEO > manager > assistant. This allows for 

everyone to know their place among fellow employees fairly easily and puts 

most everyone on the same playing field. 

We then decided on two definite meetings a week, one on Monday to 

discuss goals and the other on Friday to assess progress. The conference room 

can also be used at any time during the week for departments to collaborate or 

for the CEO to meet with departments. 

 As well as working to achieve these inherent goals mentioned, smaller 

weekly tasks will be assigned at the beginning of each week and are expected 

to be completed by the end of the week unless otherwise instructed.  
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2.2 Organizing  

 The Loud is organized very transparently; managers answer to the CEO 

and assistants to their manager. The floor layout of the company office also 

allows for simple movement from one department to another, with open, low 

walled, cubicles for assistants and small clear glass offices for both managers 

and CEO.  

The CEO is in charge of day-to-day activities within the company, 

overseeing major projects, representing the company at public functions 

alongside PR, and setting clear goals for the company to achieve.  

Our Sales and Marketing departments are in charge of handling sales 

goals. They contact customers through various means such as calls, emails, VEI 

website, and advertising opportunities. The two also work jointly on developing 

and maintaining product lines, and overseeing case designs. PR assists these two 

departments to help accurately represent the brand and develop strategies to 

promote the brand in the eyes of the customer. 

The Technology department maintains and updates the website. Adding 

new products when needed, helping employees and customers with tech 

support questions, and making sure the site and its components run smoothly. 

PR and HR work closely with both the employees and the customer. PR 

helps employees better represent the company at trade shows by developing 

uniforms, organizing booth layout, and assisting potential customers when sales 

representatives becomes too busy. PR also represents the company via social 

media and helps Sales and Marketing decide on strategies that benefit the 

company financially and develop our image. HR maintains employee files, 

updates the employee handbook, organizes meetings, takes minutes at all 

official meetings, and tracks employee attendance. They also are responsible 
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for most of the 

company’s literature, 

in the form of 

outgoing internal 

memos and the 

company newsletter 

among other things. 

Finally, our CFO 

and his accounting 

department track all 

the ways money 

moves in and out of 

the business. Including 

but not limited to; sales 

figures, company 

purchases, making sure sales is aware of its objectives each month, paying 

loans, and keeping the CEO thoroughly informed on the financial status of the 

company. 

 Assistants are trained in their area of work, and are delegated tasks from 

their managers. Furthermore, all employees regardless of position will be trained 

and well versed in our products, company goals for the future, and how to 

handle a customer.  

 

2.3 Directing  

Managers will receive a weekly progress log during the Monday meeting 

each week containing the weekly goals they are to accomplish. The 

departments then work through the week to try and accomplish these goals. By 

the end of the week, in the Friday meeting, each manager presents their 

department’s progress alongside progress log grades for their assistants and 

submits it to the CEO. The CEO collects these forms then grades all of the 
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managers as well, eventually submitting the forms back to HR for filing. These 

grades are determined based off where each department is by the end of the 

week, and how much work employees put in to accomplish these goals. Every 

progress log form can be found in the employee personnel files located in the 

Human Resources Department. 

 

2.4 Controlling  

Work is monitored throughout the week by managers working closely with 

their assistants and also by the CEO checking on progress. Managers will take 

notes of the rate and quality at which employees complete tasks, as well as 

their ethics and attitude so as to make an accurate assessment in their assistants 

progress log at the end of the week. The CEO also notes the managers and their 

work while tracking their progress and how well they fulfill their duties, so an 

accurate grade can be given to each department head at the end of the 

week.  

Impromptu meetings can also be created throughout the week by one or 

more departments in the conference room to discuss progress or reevaluate 

approach. Additionally, the open design for assistant’s workspace allows 

anyone to see what is being worked on, discouraging laziness, and allowing for 

departments to intermingle and exchange feedback. All these factors 

combined creates a comfortable and efficient workspace, with plenty of room 

for creativity.      

3. Environment Assessment 

3.1 Current Economic Conditions  

Throughout 2014 the national unemployment rate has decreased from 

6.6% to 5.8% this drop is beneficial to the economy and businesses alike. For The 

Loud this opens up the likelihood that employed people will have more 

disposable income, and bodes well for a healthy economy and money flow.  
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National interest rates vary, with a 30- Year Fixed at 3.99%, and a 15- Year 

fixed at 3.11% these lower interest rates are beneficial to new startups such as 

ourselves. Annual inflation for the 12 months ending in September 2014 was 

1.66%, which moved down from 2.13% in July of the same year. This inflation 

change shows the strengthening of the dollar, and is another sign of an 

economic upswing.    

 The GDP, gross domestic product, is the total market value of all goods 

within a country over a specific time period. The rate of change for GDP in Q4 of 

2014 from Q4 2013 is down 1%, signifying a slight economic decrease, however it 

is a 1% increase from Q4 2012. We can see increases in the GDP over the past 

two years, which is fortunate. Though the economy is showing healthy signs 

foreign exchange rates maintain the Euro/USD is $1.00 for .80 Euros. 
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3.2 Real/Virtual Industry Analysis  

According to Allied Business Intelligence (ABI), research claimed that in 

2012 the market for cell phone accessories was worth $36 billion USD with $20 

billion USD attributed to smart phone accessories. They estimate by 2017, the 

revenue for smart phone accessories will grow to $38 billion USD in revenue. 

Another 2012 study by Silicon Valley Insider tracked phone accessory sales for 6 

months, with phone cases bringing in 36% of sales. These two assessments 

attributed a large portion of sales to phone cases, demonstrating a sizeable 

amount of growth happening. Presently there are a handful of large phone 

case manufacturers, and 

an abundance of smaller 

case companies. 

However, though the 

large case makers do not 

typically support niche 

products, some have 

chosen to develop sound 

amplifying cases within 

the last 18 months. 

Additionally proving the 

value that even these 

larger companies are beginning to see in sound amplifying phone case 

accessories.  

 Virtually, we have very few phone case competitors and fewer still who 

specialize in phone cases only. Some companies also lack websites, and those 

with virtual interfaces are slow and clunky. Their designs presented also do not 

relay the professionalism and character of our cases, and most seem to lack 

any additionally functionality. The Loud has zero competitors in terms of sound 

amplifying phone cases meaning there is a boundless room for growth. As the 

most professional and viable source for phone cases in the international virtual 
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marketplace The Loud is seated in the best position to rapidly grow without 

worry of much competition.    

3.3 Target Market & Market Segmentation 

Our ideal customer ranges from the ages of 10-27, as listening to music 

without headphones is more popular amongst kids and young adults. Studies 

carried out by the US National Library of Medicine show many teens and young 

adults watch videos and listen to music out loud, and are far more likely to do so 

than adults. YouTube and Vine, which are both apps that rely heavily on sound, 

are some of the most popular on smartphones today. On top of that there are 

the 26 million songs available on iTunes, meaning that there is more than ample 

reason for young and old alike to want to use our device. Additionally, we set 

the price at $19.99 makes it easily affordable to most financial classes and 

youth.  

 3.4 Competitive Analysis 

Virtually our competitors are slim, and many of which lack websites to 

accurately access their products. Therefore we can only conclude that these 

companies lack the marketing and professionalism that The Loud has, giving us 

a very distinct advantage. The phone case companies that have websites and 

products available for viewing include Phone Damentals, and Oasis Cases. 

Phone Damentals sells their cases for $12.50 but their cases are limited to only 

the 4S and 5C, whereas The Loud carries cases for five variations of iPhone. 

Phone Damentals does however carry other accessories such as screen 

protectors, headphones, and chargers.  Another competitor is Oasis Cases who 

sells their iPhone products for $15 but only offers black. This company also claims 

to sell custom cases.   
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In terms of the real market Smartsound is our top competitor, having 

iPhone cases that have the same purpose and similar price range as The Loud. 

Smartsound is a subsector of 

Ken Oh Corporation and 

produces cases for both Androids and iPhone 5 at $29.99 retail. Their design is 

vastly different from ours with the amplifying portion being on the back of their 

cases instead of the front. Our second competitor is Speck, whom has 

developed a sound amplifying case at $44.95 that although impressive is far 

more expensive than most are willing to spend. At nearing $50 after taxes and 

shipping, one could simply purchase an affordable speaker for a similar price.  

In conclusion, all companies both real and virtual, lack certain key 

aspects that would put them ahead of our company.  
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4. Marketing Mix 

4.1 Product 

The Loud case offers a sleek plastic iPhone case which redirects sound 

towards the user. The case is made out of ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) 

Plastic, which is exceptionally lightweight and permits strength and flexibility with 

a rubber like toughness. Designed to be sleek with minimal bulk, The Loud fits 

naturally into the palm of the user and slides easily into pocket or purse. Our 

product interests potential customers by proposing a solution to the common 

problem of low sound volume, while elegantly protecting their iPhone. 

 

4.2 Price 

The average 

price for an iPhone 

case ranges from 

$25-$40, with 

several outliers at 

extremely low or 

high prices. The 

mean production cost for most cases between the $20-$25 price points 

generally stays between $2.00 and $2.89, with a relatively high profit margin. Our 

top real world competitor, Smart Sound, sells their case for $29.99 whereas the 

top virtual enterprise companies sell theirs for $12.50 and $15 respectively. The 

Loud Case is sold competitively at $19.99 for every model, with a $2.58 

production cost that allows a 775% profit margin. 

Our objectives for pricing currently are to maximize sales, our lower retail 

price allows for more people to have the ability and additional incentive to 

purchase our case. The $19.99 price point was designed to be competitive, 

seeing as our major real world competitors in terms of both sound amplification 

and cost have far higher price points. Though our cases in terms of virtual 
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competitors are slightly more expensive, we feel the benefits of our case will far 

outweigh its slightly higher price. Down the road we can develop a more profit 

based pricing with later models when the market and consumer are more 

aware of our product.   

As of now, our company does not offer any discounts, bundle deals, or 

holiday specials. However, employees can purchase their case for production 

price. 

 

4.3 Placement 

 

The Loud Case is sold directly to customers via our website 

(theloudcase.com) and at various trade shows. From the start we envisioned 

most of our sales happening through our site, and so have since crafted a 

website that is simple to navigate and easy to order from. Our site contains 3D 

renderings of our cases so any user can get a full idea of how our cases will look 

even before they order. Users can also select colors and view high quality 

images of any of our 4 case models available in 7 colors each. Also present on 

our site are commercials of our product, and customer support pages to help 

assist in any questions a potential buyer may have. The Loud will be present at 

as many trade shows we can attend, which we will post on our website to keep 

our visitors up to date.  

 

4.4 Promotion 

 

The vast majority of our promotion and advertising is through Google Ads, 

or AdWords, which allows for flexibility and less guessing on who's seeing our ads. 

We are also planning on sending free trials of the case, and celebrity promotion. 

Currently with a $2600 per month budget towards advertising, 90% is towards 
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Google Ads, the other 10% goes towards any social media ads or promotional 

aspects. 

Our monthly newsletter will be sent out to our subscribers, who can sign up 

from our website at any time. The newsletter will update readers about new 

promotions, hiring, and new products. 

We are also present on three major social media sites; twitter, Instagram, 

and Facebook. Embedded on site in our social media page is an RSS feed with 

live updates from our twitter, where we will host giveaways and post information 

on new products. We will also post pictures of new products and giveaways on 

our Facebook and Instagram pages. The purpose of being present on these sites 

is to show people some of the charm of The Loud, stay connected with our 

customers, and receive feedback in real time.    

Companies who wish to do business with us can visit our site and contact 

us through our business page. There we can organize bulk orders of specific 

cases or with specific colors should they chose, and discuss partnerships. The 

benefit of doing so allows their company to have an excellent supplier should 

they wish to buy cases for their company, and allows us to further promote The 

Loud as a reputable brand. 

 

4.5 Positioning  

 

 From our exceptional design to our modern easy-to-understand website 

the image we put in the mind of the customer is that of a company just as 

progressive as the phones they protect. We’ll be constantly innovating our cases 

and web presence so as to never remain stagnant like many companies can 

become. Additionally, we have a caring and patient customer support team 

which is not something to be taken for granted in today’s world. At The Loud we 

treat our customers with the highest regard, and we want them to know their 

money is going to a company that cares about their needs and input. All in all 

the image we are working to create in the consumers mind is that of progressive 
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and ever evolving company. A business who goes above and beyond filling the 

customer’s needs all in the pursuit getting the best products we can create into 

their hands.   

 

4.6 Break Even Analysis 
Breaking even means to reach the point where our cost and income are equal 

and there is neither profit nor loss. Each case sells for $20, and with a $2.58 COGS 

we make $17.42 per product. That’s 87% profit per sale. We need to sell 4430 

phone cases to break even.  With all the paid expenses, our total will come out 

to be $77,172.
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5. Financial Data 

5.1 Income Statement 

The Loud was established in the month of September, but is determined to 

compete with bigger phone case companies of the virtual enterprise 

competition.  We are confident we will make a big jump on sales in the early 

months of The Loud. We project that our sales will begin in small amounts in 

November, mainly coming from Trade fair related revenue, and will continue to 

grow and spread in the following months. 

5.2 Balance Sheet  

This balance sheet 

keeps track of assets, 

liabilities, and capital of a 

business or other organization 

at a particular point in time, 

detailing the balance of The 

Loud’s income and 

expenditure over the 

preceding period.  It 

summarizes what our 

company owns and how 

much has been invested.   

5.3 Cash Budget  

 

 The fiscal year ends in 

April, but as we were 

financially non-existent until the beginning of October, we only have projections 

for the final 7 months of this fiscal year.  The Loud’s cash budget keeps track of 
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the money we’re spending each month.  It records our monthly bill payments 

and our cash balance from the start.  This chart will help us capture our 

company’s cash position at any point in time.  Over the next few months our 

cash balance should be increasing due to our sales. 

5.4 Financial Write-up 

 Our virtual company receives support in many different ways. We have a 

6 month $56,000 loan ($9,330) per month, for insurance and rent, and standard 

operating costs.  We receive $51,875 to cover our employee’s salaries 

monthly.  Finally, we receive payment for our COGS based on the amount of 

product we sell that month. For our company, almost all our fixed costs remain 

the same for the entire fiscal year, so in our income statement and cash budget 

you can see even with a relatively low projected growth of sales, because our 

low monthly break even, the smallest increases in profits make a huge 

difference.   
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6. SWOT Analysis & Discussion of Business Risks  

  6.1 SWOT Analysis  

Strengths: Some of our company’s strengths start with the product, such as our 

unique design and niche market approach.  

 Our case design is unlike any other out there, with a sound projecting 

enhancement, a case architecture that is highly protective, and a sleek 

aesthetic.  

 Although the market for phone cases is massive, our niche for sound 

amplification has very little competition. Within the virtual market only two 

identifiable competitors exist among hundreds of firms. 

 There are no sound amplifying phone case competitors in the VEI 

marketplace 

 We a have a strong, easy to navigate, website.  

 Our product only costs us $2.58 to make and we sell it for $19.99 giving us 

a huge profit margin and an affordable price for the consumer. 

 

Weaknesses:   

 Our cases are slightly more expensive than virtual competitors. 

 Cash flow in our early months will be unreliable 

 As a new company we will also have to develop our customer loyalty, 

and create a positive image of our product in the VEI marketplace.  

 

Opportunities:  

 Currently the case market is broken up into three segments; protection, 

functionality, and fashion. We see opportunities in the areas of both 

functionality and protection, seeing as our case has a useful purpose and 

delivers excellent protection.  

 Competitors lack social media presence. 

 Some competitors lack websites entirely. 
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 Regardless of business, every firm in the VEI marketplace can use a phone 

case. 

 

Threats:  

 People opting to purchase slightly more affordable cases than ours.  

 Large amounts of debt due to unforeseeable setbacks.   

6.2 Business Risks 

 

 Should there prove to be far fewer advantages than envisioned The Loud 

would find itself set back quite a bit. In terms of marketing, if it was determined 

our methods were unsuccessful that would be little trouble to switch to a 

different plan. However, should the desire of our cases be far less than we 

anticipate we’d probably have to lower prices and order future batches in far 

lower numbers (currently we purchase 5000 cases for each model). Should 

people find our design to be unappealing we’d have to develop a more 

aesthetically appealing case which would call for up to 4 new molds to be 

made costing upwards of $50,000. Another risk to consider is should other VEI 

case makers decide to make cases of the same quality for a lower price, we 

would have to drop price and find other material. We suspect this will not be the 

case seeing as most VEI case companies either focus on accessories or simple 

cases.   
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8.  Appendix 

8.1 Amortization Table 
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This Amortization Table shows the rate at which we plan on paying our $56,000 loan back. 

8.2 Copy of Bank Statement  

 

 

 This depicts the highest value we have had in our account. We made an 

$85,901 sale for our employee signing bonuses, and had received our $56,000 

loan. 
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These are our most recent transactions, it increases our total balance to $69,343. 

However we received all 6 months’ worth of our loan in one transaction, and 

once a month we deduct $9330 which is covered by the loan. $9330 x the 

remaining 5 months we have the loan is $46,650. Subtract that from our current 

total balance and it shows our true current balance of $22,693.  
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